
TITLE   APPLICATION                                                                                       IT2  

 
The following  federation Belarus chess federation  Hereby applies for the title of: 

Women International Master (minimum level 2200) 2203 

To be awarded to: 

family  name:   Stetsko first name:  Lanita 

FIDE ID Number: 13505300 date of birth: 

1993.08.14 

place of birth: 

Minsk, BLR 

date necessary rating gained:   2012.10. 01 level of highest rating:  2203 

 

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the reqired rating at a later date (see 

Title Regulations 1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case). 

Harewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms 

 

 

1. name of event:  World Youth Chess Championships 2010 location: Porto Carras, Greece 

dates:   2010.10.20 – 2010.10.30 tournament system: swiss 

average rating of opponents:   2160   total number of games played:   11 

points required:                  7.0 points scored:       7.5 

number of games to be counted:                        (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:                                   points scored: 

number from host federation:   11  

number of opponents: total titled   9  GMs  -   IMs __-__ FMs -  WGMs _1_ WIMs _5_ WFMs _3_   

rated _11_   unrated __0__ 

 

2. name of event: 40
th

 Olympiad Istanbul 2012 location:   Istanbul, Turkey 

dates: 2012.08.28 – 2012.09.09 tournament system: swiss 

average rating of opponents:    2199 total number of games played:   10 

points required:       points scored:    8 

number of games to be counted:     9                   (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:       5.5                            points scored:         7 

number from host federation:     9  

number of opponents: total titled _8___ GMs __-__  IMs __-__ FMs _- _ WGMs __5__ WIMs __2_ 

WFMs __1__   rated __9__   unrated __-__ 

 

3. name of event:  location:    

dates:  tournament system:  

average rating of opponents:     total number of games played:    

points required:       points scored:     

number of games to be counted:                        (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:                                   points scored: 

number from host federation:       

number of opponents: total titled ____ GMs ____  IMs ____ FMs ___ WGMs __-__ WIMs ____ 

WFMs ___   rated ____   unrated ____ 

 

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms. 

 

total number of games ____31_____ (minimum 27) special comments ________________________ 

 

1.0 Requirements for titles designated in 0.31, P. 1.24    

 

name of Federation official          Vasili Yakushev          date           2012.12.13          

  

signature ____________________________ 


